ChEESE training: HPC and natural hazards: modelling tsunamis and volcanic plumes using European flagship codes @ BSC Barcelona, 02-05 December 2019

Date:
Friday, September 20, 2019 - 14:00

The training course “HPC and natural hazards: modelling tsunamis and volcanic plumes using European flagship codes” will take place in Barcelona at the Supercomputing Center, within the UPC Campus Nord premises, the 02-05 December 2019.

This course focuses on modelling two of the highest impact natural hazards, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis.

The registration to attend the training is now open.

- The Target group: INTERMEDIATE: for trainees with some theoretical and practical knowledge; those who finished the beginners course.
- Cost: There is no registration fee. The attendees would need to cover the expenses for travel, accommodation and meals.

More information at the ChEESE website.